THE GRAPHIC NOVEL IN SENIOR
SECONDARY: II
A guide to incorporating graphic novels effectively in the
Canadian Classroom.
*Includes Exemplars and suggested texts.

OVERVIEW
!!Opportunities
!!Debate
!!Free

drawing and Free Writing
!!As a Response to Poetry
!!As a Complementary Novel Study
!!As a Complementary Canadian Drama Study
!!As a Complementary Film Study
!!Other Uses in the Canadian Secondary Classroom
*All content is Canadian

CANADIAN GRAPHIC NOVEL REFERENCE TEXTS

OPPORTUNITIES
!! The

graphic novel has many possible
complementary opportunities in the
humanities curriculum. In the secondary
school setting, it is an effective tool that can
be used to engage students and to analyze
visual representations effectively.

DEBATE
!! Graphic

Novels allow students to engage in the
critical thinking process by appealing to visual
learning
!! Opinions around the nature of the Graphic Novel
are strong, especially for students in senior
secondary school. Debate topics can function as a
strong “hook” introduction for a unit featuring
the graphic novel:
!!
!!

Colour or B&W?
Graphic Novel or Comic?

FREE WRITING & FREE DRAWING
!!

Free Writing
!!

!!

Free Drawing
!!

!!

Free writing functions as an uninhibited medium of
expression where students can express ideas and responses
in connection with a particular theme or topic. The benefit
of this option of response is that the student is not to be
impeded by mechanics and the conventions of writing.
Free drawing adopts the same conventions of free writing,
only students illustrate responses to a common theme or
topic, again, without the added stress of adhering to
particular conventions of art.

Blending the Two
!!

As an introduction to the graphic novel, have students
routinely come into the room and respond to a thematic
prompt on the board using free drawing and free writing.

AS A RESPONSE TO POETRY
!! Responding

to poetry through a graphic novel is a
creative, effective means of identifying key
themes, pertinent symbols and complex
metaphors that permeate the figurative language
landscape.

!! Assignment

Example (Description): Students
write a poetic response with a three-framed
graphic illustration, complemented by a short
poem divided and placed in dialogue boxes in
each of the frames.

RESPONSE TO POETRY EXEMPLAR:
POEM + VISUALS
!! Frame

1: “Slim
is a thing I wish
to be.”

!! Frame

2:
“Clearly I’m not,
as you can see.”

!! Frame

3: “It is a
wish and a
curse on me.”

Poem: “I’m Nobody!
Who Are You?” By
Emily Dickinson

Canadian Graphic
Novel Comparison with
Skim by Mariko
Tamaki.

Unified Theme:
Identity

AS AN ONGOING COMPLEMENTARY NOVEL STUDY
!! Graphic

Novels are available in
digital mediums. Using a selected
graphic novel as an ongoing
complementary visual study for
another novel with a similar
theme or as an alternative
medium of exploring the same
novel are both effective
integration techniques.

ONGOING COMPLEMENTARY NOVEL STUDY
!! Example:

Graphic Novel complementary study:
500 Years of Resistance by Gord Hill.
!! Main Text Complement: The Book of Negroes by
Lawrence Hill
Integration:
Begin each
class with
collective
reading 5-8
pages of
Hill’s
Graphic
Novel. View
the GN on
the
interactive
whiteboard.

!!

!!
!!

!!

Common Themes between the two texts: repression,
slavery, identity, ethnocentrism, imperialism,
colonization
Discuss the parallel issues between Lawrence Hill’s
prose narrative and Gord Hill’s illustrative one.
An excellent potential for a blended humanities
approach, complementing the Social Studies 20 and
30 curriculums
Compare and contrast historical fiction with the
expository graphic novel approach

COMPLEMENTARY NOVEL STUDY (CONT.)
Suggested Assignments and Objectives
!! Students will create ongoing illustrative journal
responses
!! Students will compare/contrast the parallel criticisms
of the history of slavery and repression in both texts
!! Students will create a collage utilizing historical
research images that depict the nature of slavery and
repression throughout the world. The visual collage
will then be complemented with a textual one that
will be placed overtop of the images using narrative
block quotations in the graphic novel format.
+ Excellent option for
cross-curricular studies

AS AN INTERPRETATION OF CANADIAN DRAMA
!! Robert

LePage’s The Blue Dragon is a Canadian
Play that has been adapted into a graphic novel,
bridging yet another aspect of the Language Arts
Curriculum. The performance-aspect of the
theatre is blended with the viewing angle of the
Alberta Program of Studies.
!! Students have the opportunity to visualize a
Canadian Play
!! Themes: adoption, cultural identity, personal
meets political, Eastern vs. Western values,
aging, fertility, creativity

INTERPRETATION OF CANADIAN DRAMA
!! Analysis
!!
!!

Activities:

Read the graphic novel prior to
reading and analyzing the play
Have students coordinate
reading between the play and
the graphic novel, “chunking”
each into sections of analysis
Ex) Group 1 " Reads Act I of Play
then read Act 1 of Graphic Novel
!! Conversely, Group 2 " Reads Act I
of Graphic Novel and then reads
Act I of the Play
!! Students complete ongoing
compare/contrast journals, which
will serve as anecdotal notes for a
final summative compare/contrast
essay
!!

AS AN INTRODUCTION TO FILM
!! Documentary

Film Sources: 500 Years Later;
Action for Change; Against the Tides: The Jones
Family
!!

Link to additional Canadian Documentary Films:
http://library.senecacollege.ca/Audio-Visual/Videos/
rec_african_canadian_studies.pdf

!! Graphic

Novel Complement: The Life of Helen
Betty Osborne: A Graphic Novel by David
Alexander Robertson
!! As a non-fiction study, the combination of
Canadian Documentaries with the true story of
Helen Osborne makes for a strong research-based
complementary study unit

FILM STUDY UNIT ASSIGNMENTS
!! Unifying

Themes: racism, prejudice, injustice,
crime, minority rights
!! Unit Timeline:
Text Integration
Film #1
Viewing

Film #2
Viewing

Film Journal

Film Comparison
GN Annotations
Graphic Novel
Reading Part 1

Assignments

Storyboard
Graphic Novel
Reading Part 2

FILM STUDY ASSIGNMENTS
Film Journal: Make predictions; analyze film
techniques; identify main message

Graphic Novel Annotations: ongoing
Predictions; critiques, comments, opinions
Film Comparison/Contrast: comparing films
with the graphic novel with written analysis
Storyboard: Major summative Assignment;
Students create parallel storyboards that tell
an original story using film shot techniques,
As well as a connected graphic novel version
Using GN techniques.

STORYBOARD ASSIGNMENT EXEMPLAR
Storyboard will have a theme found within the graphic
novel and the films.
Theme: Racial Prejudice

Graphic Novel
Storyboard Version
Dakota Tailfeathers
is a lonely Teenager.

She often cries to herself,
feeling isolated, alone.

Film Storyboard
Version
Scene: Dakota sits alone in the cafeteria, isolated
by her peers. Close-up on Dakota’s teary face

OTHER USES IN THE CANADIAN
SECONDARY CLASSROOM
!! Alternative

Shelf – due to the controversial nature
of many graphic novels, they can sometimes touch
on the uncomfortable themes that we avoid in our
day-to-day instruction, but that are still relevant to
teens. Have an “alternative” shelf in your room
where students can access texts at their own leisure
!! Independent Novel Study Option
!! Graphic Novel Showcase: have students view a
variety of graphic novels during a showcase day
!! To Access Difficult Text: Macbeth and Beowolf
made easy! Incorporate graphic novels to deal with
the traditional “toughies” as a pre-reading strategy.

HAVE FUN! !
!! Enjoy

the graphic novel!

!! Allow

students to explore the power of the visuals
in Canadian Graphic Novels and how
illustrations enhance textual meaning

!! Present

it as merely another form of literature

!! Encourage

students to seek out independent
selections that they identify with

!! Read

the graphic novel for the sake of reading!
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